Student improvement partners
Timeline for delivery

From: Monday 24th June 2019

To: Friday 28th June 2019
Project Team

Taylor Higgitt—Business Administration Apprentice

Project Aim

Robbie Ayers— Deputy Director of Quality Improvement

The aim of my project was to organise a week’s placement to give six
BMAT STEM students the opportunity to work alongside different
teams within the hospital achieving the following objectives:
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Stephen Blackaby—Engineering Compliance

For students to work alongside Service Mentors in making
informed (evidence based) recommendations for future service
improvement and transformation.
Students to gain knowledge of quality and service improvement
in a work based environment.

The way I am planning on measuring whether or
not my project was an success is through a survey I
produced on Survey Monkey. This is a short survey
asking the students what they thought about the
placement week and what they learnt through the
process and what they would change.

Me with Carly and Robbie

Waida Forman— Manual Handling Coordinator

Evidence of planning and preparation

Gain insight about employment opportunities in the NHS by
busting the myth that the NHS is just about doctors and nurses.

Measures

Marie Parsons— Clinical scientist—Consultant
Abraham Oke— Environment & Sustainability Manager

Supporting students in their education by providing work based
opportunities to develop their experience and understanding .
Apply their learning and education to the real working
environments in the National Health Service (NHS).

Carly Elliott – Project Office Manager

These are just of the things
that I had to prepare:


Certificate



Welcome pack



Job description



Risk assessment

Plan for the students

Learning and Next Steps
I have learnt a lot from organising this placement
event:
How important it is to organise and have things
ready in advance, for example having the rooms
booked, certificates designed and made and
schedules designed to each specific Student.

